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ERC Visit to Turkey
Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator
Valerie Amos came to Turkey on 18 October for a two-day visit to meet with Government
officials and the humanitarian community in Gaziantep, Suruç, and Ankara. Ms. Amos
visited the Yibo transit camp in Suruç, where 5,000 people are currently seeking shelter,
and met with a local resident who currently is hosting ten families under his own roof.
Part of her visit was to highlight the gravity of Syria’s humanitarian crisis and to help
mobilise additional support ahead of the long winter months for people who have been
displaced by fighting. In her meetings with the NGO community, Ms. Amos stressed their
importance in delivering much needed assistance, and requested their support in
actualising a whole of Syria humanitarian response.
Ms. Amos said that the UN and its partners will continue to do all it can to help those in
need but stressed that there is a limit to what the humanitarian community can do. “We can
save lives. Help to clothe, house and feed people. Provide education to children. But we
cannot deliver the safety and security that people crave,” said Ms. Amos. “We urgently
need a political solution in Syria. The world must remember the suffering of the Syrian
people and act,” she added.

Humanitarian Context
ISIL’s multiple offensives of recent weeks have generally died down, as ISIL seems to be
concentrating on taking the Kurdish enclave of Ayn al-Arab. Since the beginning of its
offensive on 19 September, ISIL has taken-over 95% of the territory formerly under Kurdish
control, which has resulted in over 200,000 people being displaced, principally to Turkey.
While difficult to establish, sources estimate that approximately 60% of Ayn al-Arab city is
currently in the hands of ISIL, and at the southern and western entrances to the city is
within several hundred meters of the border with Turkey. A NGO has provided a recent
assessment of humanitarian needs of those who have fled Kobani. That report can be
found at: http://goo.gl/NokT1z
Unconfirmed reports suggest that up to 500 civilians remain inside the Kurdish controlled
parts of the city; while up to 1000 civilians, principally the elderly, may have remained inside
of ISIL-controlled parts of rural Ayn al-Arab.
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Some analysts have suggested that if ISIL takes Ayn al-Arab, it may likely re-launch its
offensives on northern rural Aleppo (including towards Bab al Salam), Deir-ez-Zor city, the
eastern part of Hama or other Kurdish areas. This view is buttressed with the fact that ISIL
has, in fact, already begun to advance slightly in northern al-Hasakeh, where it is fighting
with the YPG near Ras al-Ain and al-Yarobiyeh. Should the fighting escalate to a larger
offensive, significant displacement is to be expected.
In October, government forces have launched an offensive in Aleppo that can result in the
city, itself, being fully encircled, and specifically would mean that humanitarian actors
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operating from Turkey would have to cross a front line in order to access eastern Aleppo.
Effectively this would mean that 300,000 to 360,000 civilians, who live in eastern Aleppo
would be cut-off from ease of humanitarian access, as the only two remaining routes no
longer are usable without passing through opposition and government controlled front lines.
The exact situation as to the use of the two routes (Handarat and Castello) remains unclear.
Some reports indicate that opposition groups have pushed back the government offensive
allowing the routes to remain usable; while other reports state that this is not the case. At
this point, reports suggest that humanitarian actors continue to access eastern Aleppo
through the Castello road, using mitigation measures to ensure as best as possible the
safety of staff and commodities.
In response to this, the Islamic Front faction, Ahrar al-Sham, has reportedly launched an
attack on a government production facilities in Al-Sfira, which in turn, would cut the main
cross-line humanitarian route to western Aleppo city. If successful, this will recreate a
scenario of summer 2013, whereby the population of Western Aleppo city, roughly
estimated at 900,000, may be sealed off from all humanitarian access.
The impact of the airstrikes on humanitarian operations and on the civilian population is
difficult to measure. There were reports of dozens of families displaced towards Tell Abyad;
while of tens of thousands relocated to their rural ancestral homes in Raqqa and Deir-ezZor during the first days and weeks of the airstrikes. However, there appears to be little
evidence of any large-scale displacement as a result of strikes, though 19 civilians have
reportedly been killed.

Humanitarian Access Constraints
Access trends generally remain the same during the reporting period. Humanitarian
supplies and personnel are still generally able to reach their intended areas or beneficiaries
in the north-western Governorates, albeit with occasional delays as a result of active
combat. Access to the government controlled villages of Nubul and Zahra in Aleppo
remains fully restricted and access to eastern Aleppo city and Kurdish and ISIL controlled
north-eastern Governorates remains problematic.
The coalition airstrikes have, in themselves, not resulted in a reduction of humanitarian
interventions. OCHA has no reports of the airstrikes having impacted on the humanitarian
operation though humanitarian actors are operating with even greater vigilance. However,
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there remains a heightened concern that humanitarian workers might be subjected to arrest
and/or violence by those armed actors currently being targeted by the airstrikes.
The map below indicates that the broad areas of control by all the parties to the conflict
remain roughly the same during the reporting period. The major routes remain largely
accessible in Government of Syria (GoS) controlled areas; while routes crossing into
opposition controlled areas remain contested.

Update on Joint Planning
Following the ‘Whole of Syria’ (WoS) meeting on 03 September in Beirut, there was
agreement to look at ways to improve the effectiveness and operational reach of cover the
Governorates of Idleb, Aleppo, Quneitra and Der’a in the sectors of WaSH, food security,
health and non-food items.
These plans were drafted through the engagement of sector members with the expectation
of a more effective humanitarian response in Syria through reduced overlap, increased
complementarity, and overall better information-sharing and joint planning. Both the HC for
Syria and the DRHC view this exercise as a tangible demonstration of the new constructive
spirit of cooperation that has grown between actors working in Syria, Turkey and Jordan.
The Sectors are continuously strengthening the linkages through direct face-to-face
meetings to discuss both operational and strategic issues. Over the last couple of weeks,
for example, food security, non-food items/shelter, and health sectors met with their
respective counterparts from Syria and Jordan in Istanbul.
A copy of the Joint Plan is available at: http://goo.gl/pfW3a8

Response Update
On 14 July 2014, the Security Council adopted Resolution 2165 allowing the UN and its
implementing partners to deliver humanitarian assistance into Syria across designated
border crossings. The Resolution requires that the Government of Syria is notified of UN
humanitarian assistance entering Syria across the border.
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During the past three weeks, shipments with humanitarian supplies from UNHCR, WFP,
UNICEF and IOM crossed the Bab al-Hawa border. The humanitarian supplies consisted
of food baskets, NFIs, health kits, and WaSH items and will assist 70,500 individuals in
Aleppo, Hama, and Idleb Governorates. The below map shows the accumulated
assistance provided through UN cross border assistance from Turkey since the adoption
of SCR 2165, which totals 537,235 people assisted. 1

On 30 September, the UN further resumed operations under Security Council Resolution
2139 through the Nusaybin/Qamishli border crossing, a route that significantly helps to
reduce logistics costs in resupplying UN warehouses in Al-Hasakeh governorate. Over the
course of last week WFP and UNICEF shipped 116 truckloads of assistance through
Nusaybin/Qamishli.
In addition to the UN shipments, the Turkish Red Crescent (TRC) is facilitating the crossing
of humanitarian shipments by NGOs and other actors through designated zero points along
the Turkish border. Between 03 October and 24 October, the TRC facilitated the crossing
of 316 trucks during 19 shipment days using seven border crossings.

Information Products
OCHA Turkey supports the humanitarian community through a wide range of information
products. The dissemination of information follows the security protocol set by the
humanitarian partners. The publicly available products varies from general reference maps
for information to in-depth thematic/sector analysis for comprehensive planning. For more
information access the following website: https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/.
Examples of the information products are as follows:




1

4W Maps – Issued monthly and latest product can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/SYR_4W_08Aug_20140930_A4_3maps.pdf
4W Gap Analysis Maps - Issued monthly and latest product can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/SYR_Gap_Analysis_08August%202014_A3_Governorates.pdf

The total number of households reduced from the previous report. The current number reflects the actual
targeted number of beneficiaries versus the planned figure originally contained in the Notification.
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Humanitarian Dashboard - Issued quarterly in English, Arabic and Turkish and
latest product can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/syr_northern_humanitarian_dashboard_June2014_v3_EN.pdf



Humanitarian Snapshot can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/TUR_HumanitarianSnapshot_crossborder_140917_Final.pdf



Humanitarian Bulletin - Issued bi-weekly and last version can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/20141003_
Humanitarian%20Bulletin.pdf



Syrian Arab Republic - Reference Map Atlas can be accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/SYR_Reference_Map%20Atlas_201405_A3_reduced.pdf



Turkey | Syria Border Crossing Status - Issued weekly and latest version can be
accessed at
https://stima.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/stima.humanitarianresponse.info/file
s/Border%20Crossing%20Status%20Update%2010102014.pdf

For further information, please contact:
Nathalie Fustier, Head of Office, fustier@un.org, Office Tel. (+90) 342 321 0426/27
Kashif Siddiqi, Head of IMAU, siddiqik@un.org, Office Tel. (+90) 342 321 0426/27
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